Learning From Leaders II – 2021 edition
March 11 with Marc Davidson – Fairfax VA

Effective Small Unit Leadership
One critical aspect of an officer’s development is a firm understanding of leadership
and specific to the company officer in the fire service, small-unit leadership. We’ll
draw comparisons to small-unit leadership in the military but without drawing
comparisons to General Mattis, Schwarzkopf, or Patton. We are going to talk about
the skills a young Corporal or Sergeant needs to effectively lead a group of two to
four. This is a number similar to what comes off the rig at oh-dark in anywhere
America responding to a 911 call with limited information, compressed timelines,
and insufficient resources. Those skills, traits, and characteristics define the ability
to transition between direct supervision and task-level action and are the absolute
bedrock for success on the street. And success on the street does not happen
without success in the firehouse, where small-unit leadership begins.
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How to build an Effective Team
From Firehouse to Fireground
Just lead. A simple statement that implies that leadership is simple. It isn’t. Part of being an effective leader is to
first build an effective team. It is not just a matter of telling people to work well together. The age-old axiom that
applies, “if it was easy, anyone could do it”. It ain’t easy. In order for any crew to achieve success on the
fireground, they must first achieve success in the firehouse. That success is measured in how much they trust the
leader, as well as the team they are working with. In order to achieve that trust a leader must understand what
goes into the ideas and concepts behind team development, formation and lifecycle, and cohesion. We will explore
these elements and more, drawing on experiences born from the fire service and the military so that they can be
applied in a very specific environment, the firehouse. Achieving that goal is what allows effective fireground
leaders to apply their craft on the street, without it, you’ve got a herd of individuals destined to fail.

This course will be hosted at Red Helmet Training
LOCATION: 10601 Church Street #107, Rancho Cucamonga CA 91730
DATES: March 11, 2021 (08:30 – 12 and 1 – 4:30)
REGISTER on our website: www.RedHelmetTraining.com
$50 for one session or $80 for both

